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Details of Visit:

Author: asianbeast
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 21 Jun 2013 12.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Annabellas MK
Website: http://www.annabellasescorts.com/home.php
Phone: 01908234646
Phone: 01908711821

The Premises:

One of Annabella’s larger locations, so it had adequate facilities for bathing and freshening up. As
with their other locations, the bedroom and its furnishing is immaculate. The location is close to the
city centre with parking still at just 30p per hour (within the purple zone).

The Lady:

Kaprice is a very pretty, friendly and intelligent girl in her mid-twenties. She has what most would
consider as being a perfect figure with everything being natural. For me Kaprice’s best physical
feature is her very beautiful eyes.

The Story:

I had my mind set on Kaprice since the last few days, so when she became available in Milton
Keynes, I grasped my opportunity to visit her for an hour.

The moment Kaprice walked in, I felt very excited due to her good looks and excellent figure, but I
was immediately put at ease by her.

Kaprice is definitely of Belgian (Flemish) origin, but has spent most of her time in England, so her
English is absolutely perfect. The girl is very friendly and easy to get along with. Kaprice's attractive
looks, charm and personality make her a quality lady for the quality conscious gentleman.

As for my hour with Kaprice, well I couldn’t have asked for more. I knew that Kaprice offers not just
a GFE but a raunchy GFE, so I booked her in anticipation of this type of service and yes, this is
exactly what I got…well perhaps I got more than what I was expecting.

As is customary with a top class raunchy GFE punt, its components would include superb sex in
various positions, oral (uncovered) both ways and all the bits and pieces in between; and of course
lots and lots of passionate snogging. My hour with Kaprice did indeed fall into this category, and
was one that left me 100% satisfied.

I was with a cute but naughty girl who made me feel very special. I think I will get addicted to
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Kaprice and am hoping to see her again very soon.

My advice to fellow punters: Invest in treating Kaprice nicely, as she has a very high rate of return
with a minimal payback period.
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